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his arrangement of the material. Nor was our interest diminished when we
came to the body of the book. By analysing the Ottoman polity into two
main categories, which the author calls ' The Ruling Institution ' and ' The
Moslem Institution', he has made clearer, than has any one to our know-
ledge, the essential nature of the original Ottoman state in Europe and
Asia, and the causes of both its early strength and its subsequent decline.
No one who wishes to understand Turkey can afford to neglect this exposi-
tion. It is of interest not merely for the sixteenth century. What Pro-
fessor Lybyer describes under the name' Moslem Institution' exists to-day,
little changed except by the all-important fact that it has practically
abolished the rival institution and taken its place. That is why Turkey
now is but a shadow of the Turkey of Suleiman, whose state was the best-
ordered and strongest of the age and governed by a monarch quite appro-
priately addressed by our Elizabeth as the greatest and most illustrious of
princes.

The strength of sixteenth-century Turkey lay in its ' Ruling Institu-
tion ', recruited and educated in ways which make it one of the most
amazing political experiments in history. It is true that neither of its
two essential ideas—government by an imperial household recruited from
aliens, and education of the recruits by state instruction in every function
of life—was altogether new. The one could have been learned by the Turks
from the Roman Empire, the other from Plato. But no other polity has
ever realized those ideas so thoroughly as the Ottoman. It carried the
first much further than the Caesars, by taking its recruits as children,
giving them a slave status for life, changing. their religion, and
barring descendants from inheriting their functions. It carried the
second much further than Plato's dream, by not limiting its education
and control of the individual to youth alone. That such a system should
have been both amazingly effective and bound to break down in time is
obvious. The supply of good material among Christian children was
gradually exhausted within the Empire, and after a while could not be
increased by further territorial expansion. The growing body of their
descendants, inhibited, because born Moslems, from the profits and
glory of government careers, finally broke the monopoly and overwhelmed
with the stagnation of an Asiatic religion the progressive potentialities of
the secular caste. But both the hey-day of the old order and its decay
are among the most interesting things in history, and to understand them
Professor Lybyer's book should be read. D. G. HOGABTH.

The Place-names of Sussex. By R. 6. ROBERTS, M.A, (Cambridge :
University Press, 1914.)

THIS book, ' originally written as a dissertation for the degree of B.A.
with Honours in English Language and Philology in the University of
Liverpool', has much the same merits and defects as the other works
on place-names recently published by alumni and professors of the younger
English universities. The author's general method of investigation is
sound; his knowledge of the history of pronunciation and spelling in
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middle and modern English seems to be adequate ; and he has spent
some pains in collecting the documentary evidence for the history of the
names to be explained. On the other hand, his philology is often inaccurate;
and he continually shows that he has made no sufficient preliminary study
of English place-names in general. Moreover, his exploration of the
obvious sources of information has not been exhaustive ; his biblio-
graphy does not contain the names of Horsfield, Dallaway, and Cartwright,
whose works have obviously not been consulted ; and he often begins his
list of the forms of a name with the thirteenth century when he could have
found a tenth-century form in Birch or Kemble. Hence, while the book
has some value as a collection of materials, and contains a certain number
of sound etymologies, it falls very far below the standard of excellence
which, at the present day, the work of a properly equipped student of the
subject may reasonably be expected to attain.

One or two of the philological fallacies in this book are taken from
Professor Wyld's work on The Place-names of Lancashire. Mr. Roberts
holds that besides the known Old English ga, ' river' (Germanic *ahwo;
not *ahwa as Mr. Roberts writes), there was another la,' water-meadow',
corresponding to the Old High German ouwa, the Germanic type of which
is given as *aywa (for *a-fO ?). But the Germanic type of ouwa is (I use
Mr. Roberta's notation) *aywjo; it is the addition of the j suffix that
accounts for the accent-shift which brings Verner's Law into play; and
the Old English form of the word is leg (ig, eg). Another similar figment
is the alleged Old English *gia, supposed to answer to the German gau
and the Gothic grown. Now the Old English equivalent of these words
ought by phonetic law, if it existed, to be *ggg (gleg, gig) ; compare hiq
' hay' *= Gothic hawi. Some scholars have tried to find traces of this
word in the names of Ely and Surrey, but I think they are mistaken.
Mr. Roberts sees it in Southease (thirteenth-century Suthese, StUhesse),
the Old English form of which he gives as />xs sitfan *glas, ' of the
south farm'. A name formed on this principle would be something quite
unheard of, and all the early spellings (including the Domesday Suesse,
which is not mentioned) have a final e. Besides, the assumed inflexion of
stiff as a regular adjective is, to say the least, unusual. It is not recognized
by Bosworth-Toller; I have myself noted one apparent instance, but
I suspect that suSan is a mistake for suffran. Mr. Roberts also follows
Professor Wyld in his reluctance to admit the genuineness of the derivative
suffix -ing followed by -h&m, -tun, &c, unless it is actually attested by
pre-Conquest documents ; a modern -ington or -ingham must (even if
supported by thirteenth-century evidence) be regarded as an alteration
of an Old English -antun, -anham. There are, of course, many examples
of the analogical change exhibited in the modern Newington from Old
English set pxm Nitoan tune; but there are quite as many instances
of the contrary process (phonetic or graphic) by which an authenticated
Old English -ing- becomes -en- in Anglo-Norman records. In consequence
of his perverse theory, Mr. Roberts has to invent such imaginary Old
English genitives as Mlfntfdan, Beornlafan, and Wulfl&jan. I do not
think he could produce a single instance from an Old English document of
a compound masculine personal name having passed from the strong
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into the weak declension. Another fallacy of Mr. Roberta's, for which his
master is not responsible, is that the Old English eg always represent)
a ' front' sound. It really stands for gg whether ' back' or ' front'; it
is the latter only under the conditions which produce umlaut in vowels
capable of it. If Mr. Roberts had known this, he might have spared
himself the trouble of accounting for the ' unfronting ' of eg in BucgatUSra
(now Bognor). It never was ' fronted ' at all.

Defective knowledge of Old English, as well as imperfect preliminary
study of Old English place-names in general, is exhibited in Mr. Roberts's
treatment of the name Twineham. This, as the early forms show, means
' between rivers' (Old English hi twdon Cam); it is identical with the
original name of Christchurch in Hampshire, and it occurs in a Worcester
charter (Cart. Sax. no. 350, A.D. 814) as Bituinxum, the name of a place
identified by Birch with Twining (Gloucestershire), between the Severn and
the Avon. Although the spelling with h, on his own showing, is not older
than the seventeenth century (the earlier forms being Twyney, Twynem,
Twynom, Twynam, Twenem), Mr. Roberts says tha t ' the name was O.E.
(set pxm) tw'igan hamme, (at the) double bend, i. e. the place where the
stream bent twice'. There is no such Old English adjective as *twuj or
*twlge, and the situation of the place does not fit Mr. Roberts's etymology,
but does fit the correct one. The explanation of Mayfield as Old English
Msegfdd,' the field of the (Blessed) Virgin,' may appear plausible to those
whose knowledge of Old English is confined to grammars and dictionaries,
but will hardly commend itself to scholars. I would suggest, as a possi-
bility, that the name may be mxgSfeli, from mseg&a, the plant now called
in dialects ' maythe' or ' mayweed'. The dropping of the d was natural
before a consonant, as the form ' mayweed' itself shows. The common
Old English word hnper, an ox, bull, or cow, is twice said to mean' a ram ',
though elsewhere the correct rendering is given.

Mr. Roberts too frequently cites charters from Kemble's Codex Diplo-
maticus when it would have been better to use the more accurate copies
given by Birch. He is unfortunately not aware that the marks of vowel-
length in Kemble are mostly added by the editor. Hence he thinks that in
Horshdm (quoted twice from Kemble)' the diacritics make it fairly certain'
that the second element was hdm, not hamm. He suggests that the first
.component of the name Tarring may be the same as that in ' Tserstdn'
.(Kemble, nqs. 633, 652, &c.); but Taerstan, as it should be written, is the
.oblique case of the river-name Tiergtt (now Test), which is certainly
pre-English.

It would be desirable that every book of this kind should contain
an enumeration of all the names of rivers and streams appearing on the
ordnance map of the district treated, with their early documentary forms
so far as discoverable ; and also that the forms of the names of unidentified
rivers and streams occurring in early documents should be carefully
tabulated, with an indication of the locality to which they belong. If
this were done, etymologists would often discover that a place-name which
gives them trouble is a compound of the name of the stream near which
the place is situated. Storrington (Domesday Storgetone) is one of the very
few Sussex names which Mr. Roberts does not attempt to explain. The
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place stands on a river now called Stor. Of course it is often possible,
and sometimes certain, that a river-name is a false inference from a supposed
compound ; but in this instance there are reasons for thinking the supposi-
tion unlikely. Mr. Roberts, so far as I have observed, only once mentions
a Sussex river in the whole of his work, and that is when he says confi-
dently that Arundel is ' simply the dell of the Arun'. Now the truth
is that the name Arun is a sixteenth-century figment; it was evolved
from Arundel, just as the two Sussex ' Rothere' owe their names to
a misinterpretation of the names of places on their banks. The Sussex
historians whom Mr. Roberts has neglected were aware that the old
name of the Arun was Tarrant (to this day there is a ' Tarrant Street'
in Arundel); and in an eighth-century charter (Cart. Sax. no. 145) Pepper-
ing (Piperinges) is said to be ' juxta flumen Tarente'. The river is the
Tpurayruv of Ptolemy, the development of form in the name being
in accordance with phonetic law. But what then, it will be asked, is the
etymology of Arundel ? The answer, I think, is suggested by the Domesday
form Harundel (beside Arundel) which probably represents the Old English
h&rhun-dell, from hdrhune, horehound. The name has come down in
a Norman-French form (without the aspirates) because it was used as the
designation of the Norman castle.

While speaking of Sussex river-names, it may be well to mention that
the name of the Adur has been shown by Professor Haverfield (Proc.
Soc. Antiq. xii. 112) to have been invented by Drayton, who obtained
the suggestion from Camden's guess as to the situation of the Portus
Adurni. Professor Haverfield mentions several names attributed to the
river by various writers ; but the one piece of decisive evidence respecting
its original name has, so far as I know, hitherto been overlooked. The
earliest form quoted by Mr. Roberts for the name Bramber is Bronte,
which occurs in a charter of A.D. 956 (Cart. Sax. no. 961). Now this, as-
an examination of the context will show, is the name, not of an inhabited
place, but of the river 'Adur '. There can be little doubt that the Norman
castle of Bramber (Brembre casteUum, Domesday) from which the town
took its rise, received its name from the river beside which it was
built.

Like most other local etymologists, Mr. Roberts postulates for the-
purpose of explanation a large number of unauthenticated Old English,
personal names, the existence of which is merely inferred from their
supposed occurrence in the compound place-name to be explained. This,
process is very often quite legitimate, especially when it yields a compound
name that is regularly formed from elements common in Old English
personal nomenclature. But many of the unattested personal names-
assumed by Mr. Roberts certainly never existed. In Scrippan&j, now
Shripney, he finds the name of an owner ; but scrijrpa is a topographical
term in Cart. Sax. no. 390, of which we can only say that it was some
object that served as a boundary mark. For Singleton x he proposes a
personal name *Syngd, which he thinks may have meant literally' a singer'

1 The Domesday SUUtons, Sillenlone, presents a problem which cannot be discussed,
here.
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Professor Wyld derives the Lancashire Singleton from an imaginary
Old Norse name *Singtdfr. I have little doubt that the first element
in both cases is the Old English *sengd, which is found in the Sxngdpicos
of an eighth-century Sussex charter, and is probably a substantive (from
sengan, to singe, burn), though its meaning is unknown. There is another
instance in the name of Singlecross Hundred, which is in a part of Sussex
a long way from Singleton. Mr. Roberts does not mention this ; he has
altogether ignored the names of the hundreds, which, when not identical
with the names of towns or villages, ought certainly to have been treated
of. There is no need to invent a personal name *Wyrm to account for
Warminghurst. The Old English form may very well have been Wser-
mundinghyrst; the index to the Cod. Dipl. contains a Wxrmundingford ;
the name seems not to have survived, but Kemble rightly suggests ' Warm-
ingford' as its expected modern form. The Angemterings, whose name
survives in Angmering, were certainly not ' the descendants of AngemSr',
as such a name is formally impossible. I am inclined to conjecture that
they were the dwellers on Anninga gemsere,' the boundary of the Annings',
whose territory included Anninga dun (Cart. Sax. no. 961), now Annington,
about eight miles east of Angmering. (The thirteenth-century form
Aniggedone, cited by Mr. Roberts under Ancton, must surely belong to
Annington.) This etymology accounts for the existence of the short
form Angemare (Domesday) beside the fuller forms Angemseringtun
(Alfred's Will) and Angmering.

There is only one Sussex place-name for which Mr. Roberts has suggested
a Celtic etymology. This is Glynde, which he refers to the British word
represented by the Welsh glyn, a glen. I am inclined to think this may be
right; but Mr. Roberts is unfortunate in his suggestion that the final
d is ' due to some popular etymology '. According to Pedersen (Kdtiscke
Grammatik, i. 38), the ancient British form of the word was *glind, the
primitive Celtic form being *glendos, not *glennos as given by Stokes-Fick.
It is a phonetic law that an ancient British nd becomes in Welsh nn,
simplified when final into n. No such law exists in English, so that the
presence of the final d in Glynde is really an argument in favour of the
etymology, instead of being a difficulty requiring to be explained away.
Mr. Roberts ought to have mentioned that although the name of
Glynde has not been traced earlier than the thirteenth century, the
word occurs (apparently as an appellative) in a Sussex charter of the
alleged date A.D. 772, which seems to relate to the neighbourhood of
Miswell in the north of the county ('andlang ritSe on wican glinde,'
Cart. Sax. no. 208). If some one acquainted with the locality would
trace the boundaries indicated in the charter, we should know whether
the interpretation of glind as ' glen' is correct. If the adoption of
a British word into the South-Saxon dialect be a fact, it is of considerable
interest.

The few Norman place-names in Sussex are, in substance, correctly
explained, with the exception of Cowdray Park, which is the French
coudraie, a hazel grove. Mr. Roberta derives it from cow and dray, which
he says means ' a cot for shelter'. Now the word dray (Old English Drxg-
in Drscgtun) exists as the first component of many place-names, but is
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not found, so far as I know, either as an ending or by iteelf as a name.
Ite meaning as a name-element is uncertain; the only examples of drxgt
in Old English have the sense ' drag-net', and in the fourteenth century
dray meant a sled or wheelless vehicle. Perhaps neither of these senses
is quite impossible for the first element in Drayton and Draycott; but
both explanations seem unlikely. The Old English gedrxg, cited by Mr.
Roberts, has not the sense which he assigns to i t ; it has probably a long
vowel {gedrxg), and is a variant spelling of gedrdag,' tumult', ' a tumultuous
crowd'. The explanation of Dray- in place-names as ' a place of shelter'
is due to Professor Skeat, who proposed it tentatively on the ground that
dray in modern dialects means a squirrel's nest. It appears that some
friendly critic pointed out to Mr. Roberts the true etymology of Cowdray,
but he scornfully rejects it, affirming that the name ' is as English as it
can be ' .

There are many other points in this book which I had noted as requiring
correction, but this review is already too long, and I must leave them
untouched. In my opinion, the etymological investigation of the place-
names of an English county is not a task that should ever be prescribed
to a young student, unless he has managed to obtain for himself a very
special kind of training which our universities are at present unable to
supply. HENBY BRADLEY.

Windsor Castle ; an Architectural History, collected and written by command
of their Majesties Queen Victoria, King Edward VII, and King George V.
By W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Litt.D., D.C.L. (London.: Country Life
Office, 1913.)

THIS magnificent book—two vast volumes brimming over with illustra-
tions, and a portfolio of plans—is just what its title sets forth, an architec-
tural history on a very complete scale. It is not a chronicle of Windsor
Castle and all the eventful happenings there since the days of William the
Conqueror. The reader will look in vain for details of the pageantry at
the creation of the Order of the Garter by Edward III, or of the dramatic
surprise of the castle by the earls of Kent and Salisbury in 1400, or of the
interment of Charles I in the driving snow. Still less must he expect to find
notes of the daily life of Charles II, or of the dull hours of which Fanny
Burney kept her diary at the court of George III. All these are concerned
with the persons who from time to time dwelt in the castle. Sir W. St. John
Hope is concerned not with the inhabitants, but with the walls between
which they lived and the floors on which they trod. The architect, the mason,
and the carpenter are his heroes and his familiar friends. We fancy that
his purest moments of pleasure during the compilation of his book were
those when he succeeded in identifying the precise portion of the castle,
as it now stands, which corresponds to the loads of timber and barges
of stone delivered to the king's builder on such and such a date. These
problems are always interesting, and often can be solved with practical
certainty.

The splendid series of photographic reproductions of all the early
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